If it says 4H
it is 4H

Here's why

Because each of the 17 grades of Turquoise
Pencils is made from a separate basic formula and
checked by the Eagle Reflectometer. You can be sure of getting
the grade you specify, every time. The electron eye of the
Reflectometer tests the grading with the utmost precision. First, the pencil is inserted into a shading
machine which moves the paper back and forth beneath the point.
The resulting chart is placed under the electron eye of the
Reflectometer calibrated to black and white glass standards, and the dial
records the darkness to a fraction of one per cent.
Not only are Turquoise Pencils always true to grading, but the
superfine fine point of each grade. Electronic graphites guarantees a
smoother, stronger, denser, more break-resistant lead.

TURQUOISE
Super-bonded
DRAWING PENCILS
with 1950's ELECTRONIC Graphite

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, ASHLEY RD, TOTTENHAM, N.17

There is no pencil to
equal TURQUOISE

17 precise gradings
from 8B to 9H
Also available
TURQUOISE DRAWING LEADS 2B to 6B
EAGLE PENCIL CO., ASHLEY ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.17

LEARN to DRAW

Direct from Paris
UNDER FAMOUS FRENCH ARTISTS

DON'T you wish you could draw and paint? Haven't you envied the
pleasure of your friends who can—and the money some make?
Now you can learn to be a real artist in a few months, in your own home,
through the world-famous Paris A.R.C. School of Art.
The secret is you reap all the benefit of studying under famous French
artists by post. Your lessons come in English, of course) direct from Paris;
your drawings go to Paris and your particular teacher in Paris sends his
criticisms and suggestions direct to you.
You will be astonished how quicky you progress; how soon your amateur
efforts take on the real professional touch.
You owe it to yourself to learn more about the wonderful training.
Send this coupon with a 3d. stamp to the London Office or write for a free
copy of its intensely interesting, profusely illustrated 32-page Brochure
today.

Postal Remittance

— FREE COUPON —

The Paris A.R.C. School of Art (Dept. 136), 211 Piccadilly, London, W.1
Please send free copy of your new illustrated 32-page Brochure
Mr., Mrs. or Miss.
Address

Subject interested in

AD VII